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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this thesis is to analyze an importance of a distributed database management 

system for data retrieval process. The characteristics of distributed database 

management systems are defined. The homogeneous and heterogeneous distributed 

database management systems are presented. The main objectives of data replication 

and data allocation are highlighted, and data fragmentation by query processing is 

implemented. The relational algebra operations and Structured Query Language (SQL) 

statements are applied to determine different types of data fragmentation.  
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ÖZ 

Bu tezin amacı veri erişimi işlemi için dağıtımlı veritabanı yönetim sisteminin önemini 

araştırmaktır. Dağıtımlı veritabanı yönetim sisteminin özellikleri tanımlanır. Homojen 

ve heterojen dağıtımlı veritabanı yönetim sistemleri gösterilir. Veri çoğaltma ve veri 

tahsisi vurgulanır, ve sorgu işlemleri kullanmakla veri parçalanması hayata geçirilir. 

İlişkisel cebir operatörleri ve Yapısal Sorgulama Dili (SQL) komutları uygulamakla veri 

parçalanmasının farklı türleri belirlenir. 
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Chapter 1  

INTRODUCTION 

In recent times, databases reached a significant increase in the proportion of the 

volume of data, and one of the big reasons for this increase is due to many factors in 

a wide range of businesses around the world, in addition to the use of electronic 

trading which will be very fast and reliable. 

The large volume of business dealings led to the necessity of providing a reliable 

source to be concentrated in one location. The broad scope of the size of these 

transactions led to the distribution of the data on several different sites which 

displayed database management systems to many of the problems, especially in 

interoperability and data duplication, and so the attention must focus on the 

performance of database systems by distributing more lively database technology 

with careful attention to the user through the performance evaluation models of the 

factors that adversely affect the performance of database systems. 

Management of distributed databases is of great significance in the audit and 

provides enough time for users that are posing a major concern for developers of 

database systems as well as in the implementation of database management systems 

in terms of the architectural side of these regimes. 
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Database management systems provide a multi environment for storing and 

distributing data on several sites instead of the original environment which is 

controlled by centralization of these systems that store data as a form with one copy.  

Most problems in the database systems are shared in the management of transactions 

and access control. Therefore it should be easy to find solutions for these problems 

by using the distributing system such that the retrieved data will be updated and be 

available for users. In other words, the multiple rules must be available for the 

detection and updating data within the systems. 

Distributed DBMS (DDBMS) has some advantages over classical DBMS. The 

advantages are: 

- DDBMS permits a lot of users to access and process a big number of data at the 

same time, i.e. the data retrieval and manipulation process in DDBMS are executed 

in parallel form; 

- The organizational structure of distributed database systems is more proportional 

than central databases systems that are geographically dispersed; 

- When any failure in the system occurs, it does not lead to a stop work order or 

invalidity, on the contrary - makes it more reliable; 
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- It is possible to obtain data and to enter the networks taking a copy of data in each 

site by stopping one of servers the system;  

- It is easy to expand the distributed database management systems through the 

addition of a new location without affecting the list. 

In the process of using DDBMS some disadvantages should be overcome. They are 

given below: 

- Distributed database systems are more expensive and complicated than the 

regulations of the central character; 

- To confirm the forcefulness of the system, the authenticity of the software and 

hardware should be provided through development of system security and 

controlling the user input; 

- Most processes that happen through the data must be clear for user like detection 

and retrieval of data over the sites;  

- Maintaining the system requires availability of experts and technicians at each 

location, and it leads to an increase in cost; 

- The security aspect of most complex aspects plagues distributed database systems 

in all the locations. Moreover, the communication that takes place between the sites 

can be exploited to disclose. 
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There are two types of distributed database management systems: homogeneous 

DDBMS and heterogeneous DDBMS. The homogenous DDBMS is easily designed 

and managed, and all the sites use the same components of database management 

systems. In heterogeneous DDBMS there is a possibility of running of most system 

applications over the sites. These sites have some rules which are programmed by 

administrators. 
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Chapter 2  

REVIEW OF EXISTING LITERATURE ON 

DISTRIBUTED DATABASE MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEMS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 

One of the essential components we are facing in our daily life is database 

management system to be used to get the relevant data that everyone needs, and the 

benefit from the services and resources are provided from the libraries that play the 

important role in our modern society. To have more effect from the using of 

available database management systems, and taking into account that information is 

managed by many systems, distribution of data in these systems becomes very actual 

problem. [1] considers the technology that can be successfully used to access and to 

manage the available distributed information.   

In [2] grid and distributed database approaches for data replication are considered. 

The main purpose of the research is to find the common properties of both 

approaches in order to get the most efficient outcome from their combination. The 

proposed object-oriented database management system is very important for some 

High Energy Physics experiments. The characteristics and needs of data grid are 

obtained.  

In [3] the importance of additional coordination of diverse computerized operation 

for different organizations is discussed. It must contain database system that can 
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work over an allocation network and can include multiple computers operating 

system, communication relation and local database management systems. The 

approaches for description of characteristics and architectures of some heterogeneous 

distributed database management systems are presented.  

The problem of a coordination of the sites of a communication network and data 

allocation of a database is discussed in [4]. The benefits of proposed two allocation 

management problems are considered. The cost of an allocation is computed by 

applying optimal heuristic solutions. 

There are some uncertainties occurring in organization of the information 

infrastructure of modern organizations. In order to reduce the uncertainties, the 

DDBMS are applied for business applications, and their feasibility is determined [5]. 

It is mentioned that the distributed databases provide advantages for organizations in 

terms of obtaining the necessary meaningful information. 

Increasing needs of current University environment make it inevitable to apply 

distributed database systems for accessing reliable and scalable information. In [6] 

proposed relational database system is designed in a way that each department of the 

University includes its own database for specific needs. The Structured Query 

Language (SQL) is used to design a client server distributed database to process the 

student records effectively.   
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There are many optimization algorithms used in distributed queries, and as a result of 

the research conducted for the optimization of the query processing, a new algorithm 

is developed that enables it to reduce the amount of intermediate data and the cost of 

the network communication which significantly optimizes the efficiency of the 

distributed query [7]. 

[8] focuses on methodological approaches of the design process of distributed 

database. It is noted that the design can be either from top to bottom or vice versa, 

and the first of these approaches is typical to distributed system developed from the 

scratch, and the second one is typical to multi-database as the aggregation of existing 

databases. The case study is considered to resolve the design problems for both 

approaches. 

Object sharing in distributed DBMS is an actual issue, and the Distributed Object 

Database Model (DODM) proposed in [9] provides some operations to define, to 

manipulate, and to retrieve objects. A small set of operations is introduced to develop 

complex database systems. The provided example illustrates the importance of 

DODM in the design process of the distributed database system.  

[10] discusses multilevel security for a distributed database management system 

functioning in a heterogeneous environment. The structure of the system and query 

processing techniques are investigated.  
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In [11] a multilevel secure distributed database management system is described, and 

the users have access to the system at different levels. The security levels are 

assigned to the data. The techniques intended for security constraints processing in a 

centralized multilevel database are important for querying, and updating of 

information.  

Military applications require an efficient processing of the distributed system, and 

the system should operate with a high level of security. [12] focuses on the security 

of query processing in a distributed DBMS. The algorithm for secure processing of 

queries is implemented. 

Since many factors may affect the results of simulating distributed database 

management system, it is a difficult process to manage such system. In [13] proposed 

DBsim simulator architecture of a distributed system can be extended that enables to 

change the parameter and configuration of the system. The offered two concurrency 

control algorithms are compared in terms of performance and response times. The 

results show that using long transactions because of their high abort rates leads to non-

identical performance of two schedulers.  

 

To maintain the integrity of the distributed database management systems, in [14] a 

new module CDAI (Consistent Data Access with Integrity) is presented. It provides 

users to access data in a reasonable time period. The proposed algorithms show 

effective functional architecture and high level description.  
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In the process of early design of database management system such activities as 

documentation and training associated with administering the system must be 

specified. The database management system performing administrative tasks and 

functioning in a distributed environment is discussed in [15]. A general framework 

for administering a distributed database management system and a list of 

administrative functions are discussed. The advantage of the system is an ability of 

being extended to other types of distributed database management system. 

One of the main principles of most systems applied to distributed database 

management system is site autonomy. The organizations using distributed database 

technology consider administrative issues as very important. In [16] the compatibility 

between replication transparency and site autonomy in distributed database 

management systems is analyzed. It is suggested that the decision of system 

administrator should be up to the degree of site autonomy. A mechanism intended for 

extension of the ANSI SQL authorization model is implemented for both centralized 

and decentralized administration policies of the users.  

In [17] a formal model and a modeling approach for distributed database 

management system are offered. A general purpose system simulation (GPSS) for 

modeling is discussed. Two - phase locking in distributed database system is 

executed for data replication. The centralized, primary copy, distributed, and voting 

two-phase locking are suggested. The simulation of the distributed two-phase locking 

is carried out.  
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[18] illustrates the query execution strategy for distributed database management 

systems to enable users to execute queries in databases which are series of operations 

performed on different nodes of the network and transmission. The evaluation of this 

strategy depends on the validity of the results and their conformity system using 

multi-relations algebraic within the framework of a unified mode. 

A decentralized control of user accesses to a distributed database is suggested in 

[19]. The distributed copy of a single database is considered. It is mentioned that the 

predicate/transition nets are very appropriate for representation of decentralized 

systems. This distributed database system is deadlock-free, and provides effective 

service to users.  

In [20] the basic concepts of distributed database system including transaction 

management process are given. While accessing distributed database several 

problems occur. In order to perform transaction management and to monitor data 

different mechanisms of distributed DBMS are required. The transaction 

management process is explained. Two-phase and three-phase commit protocols are 

executed.  

[21] describes distributed transaction model for multi-database management systems. 

The differences between distributed transaction and other distributed processing 

systems are presented. The failures of site, network and time in distribution of 

transactions are highlighted. The proposed transaction model is used to process 
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transaction queries in multi-database management system in order to show that a 

complete database can be designed at any stage.   

In [22] the features of the distributed database architecture are considered. The 

design of such system improves consistency, accessibility and flexibility in the 

process of accessing different types of data. The security of the system is reached by 

access control and integrity of the system. The confidentiality and reliability of a 

distributed database system are discussed.  It is underlined that efficient 

communicating and reasonable price of such system is especially effective in both 

military and commercial applications. The partial security of a distributed database 

management system is mentioned.  

While dealing with distributed database management system the security features 

should be taken into account. In [23] the security features of both object oriented and 

relational data model are discussed. The single and multilevel access controls play an 

important role in choosing one of the models. The strengths and weaknesses of both 

models are represented.  

The design process of a distributed relational database system is suggested in [24]. 

The experiments for obtaining the performance of the system are carried out by 

executing short and long commands. The query processing in distributed data base 

system is performed to minimize metrics. 
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In [25] the distributed database optimization problem is considered which is very 

important and difficult problem in designing of client/server distributed system. The 

technique called ARRQ is proposed to process queries in optimal form, and namely, 

this technique help the users to find out which fragments should be partitioned into 

fragments. The advantages and efficiency of the proposed technique over other 

techniques are presented that lead to reducing of communication and local processing 

costs by the improvement of the response time of the queries.  

Data or fragments allocation in distributed systems requires a lot of efforts. The 

quality, performance and operational efficiency of the distributed system are strictly 

up to the allocation process. All these factors stipulate the application of an 

appropriate technique for data allocation. A new dynamic data allocation algorithm 

for non-replicated distributed database system is offered in [26]. The algorithm is 

very suitable for distributed systems with low bandwidth and frequent requests. 
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Chapter 3  

CHARACTERISTICS OF DATABASE MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEMS AND DISTRIBUTED DATABASE 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

3.1 Differences between file based system and database management 

system 

The file system is defined as a method for organizing data in the system computers. 

In general, the file system contains folders, files or special types of files. The file 

system has a limitation in storing and organizing files in the computer logically. 

Actually, the computers store data as strings of bits, so data do not have any structure 

just being collection of 0’s and 1’s. 

Usually the file systems are using tables to store the information in a limited area on 

the device, and every file is placed in this table with its length, location and other 

facilities. The operating system should access and hold some functions in this table 

such as editing, deleting, renaming, or moving any of attributes. 

As mentioned above, file systems have different types. Every file has different logic 

and structure. While dealing with organizing and management of data in the file 

system, there are some causes making us feeling problems with this system. Below 

some of these problems are given: 
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1. Data redundancy: The duplication of the same data in multi files;  

2. Data inconsistency: The contradiction of the data, in other words, number of 

different copies of the same data but not matching. It happens as a result of updating 

process of data in one file, and not updating the same information in another file; 

3. Difficulty in accessing data: It is not easy and sometimes impossible recovering 

data by processing traditional file system; 

4. Data isolation: Writing processing of a new program to advice new application is 

very difficult, because the data are dispersed in different files and may be written in 

different formats; 

5. Integrity problems: There are some constrains with the value of data, and it is 

necessary to accept the integrity of these constrains; 

6. Atomicity problems: File processing system is not strong with atomicity, 

especially with the transformation operation between two or more places; it may be 

satisfied in one place and not in another one; 

7. Concurrent access anomalies: This problem explains the difficulty of updating 

same information by many of users; 

8. Security problems: This problem is very sensitive in file systems, because file 

systems are protected very weakly from the attacks of hackers.  
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File systems use files for saving information, whereas the databases are applied for 

saving data in DBMS. Despite the file system and DBMS are two methods for 

working with data it must be noted that DBMS has more advantages over the file 

system. In file system, most of operations like retrieval, storage and searching are 

done manually which is very boring process, while DBMS makes these tasks by 

supporting atomic ways for completing. Taking above into consideration it is to say 

that such problems as data integration, data contradiction and data security can be 

overcome applying DBMS.  

Database management system is a number of network programs of computers which 

concern the management of data and holding a processing like retrieval, storage and 

organization. There are many different kinds of database management systems, and 

some of them are designed for special needs and some for commercial business. Any 

DBMS has four important elements:  

1. Modeling language: It defines the language of every database environment in 

DBMS;  

2. Data structure: It helps organizing data like single records, files, fields and the 

objects with their definitions;  

3. Query of languages: It gives the maintaining and more security to data, and allows 

many users to access the system, to add or to modify data. Structured Query 
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Language (SQL) is considered the most famous type for this purpose that is used in 

relational database system; 

4. Mechanism for transactions: It ensures integrity of data.  

Primarily, DBMS reveals extraordinarily complicated relationships between bound 

items of information. Several DBMSs will be able to place information in an 

exceedingly method that reveals patterns to be troublesome or not possible to 

identify exploitation. 

One of the benefits of DBMS is that it reduces the danger of human error and may 

even be programmed so that human error is just about not possible. DBMS will 

mechanically make a copy of data so the information will never be lost or destroyed.  

In addition, DBMS gives all the facilities of data with backup that keeping the 

database from lost. DBMS is a package of applications that set up to managing data   

and uses many of functions to make the processing operation over the data, whereas 

the file system is a group of clean data that are stored in any device, such as CD or 

hard-drive. Both of these systems are provided with the permissions to the user for 

working with data in a same way. File system is closer for managing data, but it has 

some reduction for especially electronic data.  
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3.2 Distributed Processing System. Characteristics of Distributed 

Database Management Systems 

Actually there is no precise definition of a distributed processing. The elements of 

distributed processing are interconnected by a computer network and performing 

their tasks, and intended to cope the large-scale complicated data management 

problems [27]. 

Distributed processing of data is very popular, and has many examples such as 

networks of telecommunication, cellular and telephone networks, internet networks, 

and wireless networks. 

There are many advantages of the distributed processing. Some of them are: 

organization and easy communion; supporting availability and reliability; high level  

performance and fill of self location; improved time responsibility speed that means 

the system response is given just after the users entry queries; low cost and long  

communication with lower rate; distributed process can minimize volume of 

information that should be transmitted along the area; integration of data which is 

improved by giving the users controlling over the data with good degrees of 

correctness and accuracy; sharing the resources between multi computers.   

Some disadvantages of distributed processing should be also taken into account. 

They are given below:  
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- Complexity of the system: Different extra software is needed to be installed in 

distributed systems;  

- Network failure: Because the distributed system is connected over the network, 

system may not work after network failures; 

- Side of security:  Because the information crosses over the network, it might be 

displayed to unauthorized users or hackers to be used illegal. 

Distributed systems are mainly characterized by three properties: concurrency of 

components, lack of a global clock, and independent failure of components.  

In distributed system data is distributed over a multi place on the contrary with 

centralized database in which data is placed in a single physical location, i.e. in 

distributed system all data are held on multiple computers interconnected over a 

computer network, but in centralized database all data are held in a central computer 

that can be easily accessed and bucked up. 

What kind of advantages does a distributed database over a centralized database 

have? The major characteristics of a distributed database are high reliability, 

possibility of modular growth, and ability of fast response time for most queries of 

users.  
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The figures 1 and 2 depict the structure of a centralized database and a distributed 

database, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

Internet 

 

Figure 1. Structure of centralized database 
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The distributed system refers to a network of computers which are allocated 

physically independent with each other at geographical places. The users are solving 

the problems with individual way by receiving the messages that pass through the 

service of communication.    

DDBMS has number of characteristics represented below: 

- A common variety of logically related data; 

- The data is divided into number of fragments; 

  

Processor 

Processor 

Memory 

Memory 

Processor 

Memory 
Processor 

Memory 

Figure 2. Structure of distributed database 
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- The possibility of working replicas of the fragment; 

- The fragments replicated are allocated to the sites; 

- Linking sites by the communications network; 

- DDBMS is dealing with local application at each site. 

In DDBMS it is not necessary that each site of the system will have its own database. 

The topology of distributed database management system is depicted in Figure 3 

[28]. 

 

 

 

Computer 

Network 

DB 
DB 

DB 

Site 1 

Site 2 

Site 3 

Site 4 

Figure 3. Topology of distributed database management system 
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3.3 Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Distributed Database 

Management Systems 

The frequent use of database systems in a wide range of areas and size increasing of 

data in these systems led to the division of the distributed databases into two broad 

groups classified as homogeneous and heterogeneous distributed database systems. 

The main differences between these two types of distributed database management 

systems are that homogenous database system is considered as a single entire system, 

all the sites use the same software and agree about cooperation with each other in 

order to optimally process user requests, whereas in heterogeneous database system 

the different sites have different software, sites may not cooperate with each other, 

and query processing is a complex problem that leads to the difficulty of managing.  

3.3.1 Homogeneous Database Management System 

The homogeneous database management systems distinguishes from the 

heterogeneous type by simplicity and easiness of design, and handling making the 

process of adding new sites to the distribution system more effectively that lead to 

increasing of the proportion of savings, as well as taking advantages of these systems 

capabilities of parallel processing of several sites which improve the performance of 

systems, and each site is aware of working of other sites in the system. 

A network of two or more databases is homogeneous that are available on a single 

device or multiple devices. For example, the distribution system linking some 

databases can be applied to access the system at the same time and then conducts 

operations to edit or to add data to a number of databases within one distribution 

environment.  
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Employing a homogeneous distributed database environment and phases of the 

system in which the implementation and maintenance of order, where they can create 

synonyms for objects in the system in order to make users easily to process and 

access. 

The operating systems, data structures and database application which are used at 

each location of the homogeneous distributed database management system must be 

compatible [29]. 

Homogeneous distributed database systems can be classified as autonomous and 

non-autonomous systems. In autonomous systems all DBMSs are independent, but in 

non-autonomous systems all DBMSs are coordinated. In autonomous homogeneous 

distributes system each site has some degree of autonomy. 

3.3.2 Heterogeneous Database Management System 

Structure of a heterogeneous distributed database management system contains four 

levels: the local schema, the local object schema, the global schema and the global 

view schema, and all four layers are included in integration model.  

Before discussing about heterogeneous DDBMS we need to explain the meaning of 

the term “object”. An object is represented by its three important components which 

are identifier, current state, and interface. Interface is intended to define object’s 

behavior.  
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3.3.2.1 Integration Model 

Each layer in a heterogeneous distributed database management system represents 

the integration view: 

- Local Schema. 

This layer composes collection of local information system schema, and these 

schemata supply the case of data that is stored in the models, and data stored can be 

recovered by using query languages. 

- Local Object Schema. 

Every local schema is constructing only one local object schema, and this 

construction implies the identification which explains the different kind for every 

object in the schema. An object of database is unique and each object consists of a 

set of unique properties, and these properties are associated with each object. 

- Global Schema. 

The global schema can’t exist unless local schemata are available. Objects in the 

component schema are brought together and then decomposed into objects of 

equivalence classes. Every object in the group gives only one type of global object.  

- View Object Schema. 

Each global object is generalized for the representation of the global view called the 

component of the view object. Computation of the union of the properties of the 

component object leads to a global view object.  
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3.3.2.2 Requirements for Heterogeneous Database Management System  

There are some requirements to heterogeneous distributed database systems, and they 

are given below: 

- Modeling of recovery, transactions and dist transparency; 

- Stored data and heterogeneous integration; 

- Heterogeneous collection of data through queries; 

- Constructing of heterogeneous facts; 

- Outrun of data repeat; 

- Intromission transparency of language; 

- “Open system” provides support for the integration of database systems models, in 

addition to the schemes; 

- Constraints: maintaining the integrity of databases systems independently; moving 

away from a modification of effective applications; provides universal model in 

favor of the data compared with global applications. 

It must be noticed that it is very important in heterogeneous systems that the physical 

distribution and heterogeneity of data are independent between themselves. The 
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heterogeneity can occur at each level of the database. For example, different sites can 

be used to write the applications of database with different languages, queries, 

models, DBMSs, file systems etc.  

In terms of the practical side, if the following facilities are available, heterogeneity 

can be used fully: 

- Manipulation of the database for users with no concern about the distribution of 

data and variety of local regulation; 

- Supporting distributed databases by providing the system easily dealing with 

different languages; 

- Possibility of integration the database in the distribution database management 

system without any editing or reorganization of the applications. 

3.3.2.3 Schema Conflicts 

There are some conflicts that may happen with schema during working with 

processing of data on database: 

- Name: Writing or using different names make the system bad especially while 

dealing with equal entities, such as relationship, attributes etc; 

- Structure: Losing some of attributes or tacit attributes cause problems to the system; 
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- Relationship: Multiplicity of such relationships in the database as one-to-one, 

many-to-many, one-to-many, and many-to-one makes conflicts in the system; 

- Entity versus attributes: Some attributes depend on the key of a database, and the 

attribute plays a role of a key in a database.  

- Behavior: Database system contains many different constraints that are used by 

users, for example, automatic system updating, deleting process etc.  

In order to claim that a system is heterogeneous, the following steps should be 

followed:  

- Connecting to the national network by using the system to the local networks; 

- The Data Manipulation Languages (DML) and the Data Description Languages 

(DDL); 

- Every function and DBMS guarantee: allocation of resources, protection, 

transaction management, and synchronization. 

It is necessary to consider some constraints characteristic to heterogeneous 

distributed database system: 

- Maintaining the integrity of databases systems independently; 
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- Moving away from a modification of effective applications; 

- Provide universal model in favor of the data compared with global applications.  

3.3.3 Multi-database Heterogeneous System  

This system contains three major problems related with the optimization of the query 

for these systems. These problems are: heterogeneous cost modeling, heterogeneous 

query optimization and adaptive query processing.                                                 

3.3.3.1 Heterogeneous Cost Modeling 

 

In this problem it is necessary to limit the cost of levels in the execution process of a 

query. In order to limit the executing cost of queries at DBMSs, three approaches 

should be used: 

- Black Box Approach: This approach is working with the components of DBMSs as 

black box, and by activating some queries the cost of information is limited; 

- Customized Approach: This approach uses some characteristics as external 

methods after using the first acknowledge for the component of DBMS; 

- Dynamic Approach: Controlling process of a run time of a query conducted in the 

component DBMS is used.  

3.3.3.2 Heterogeneous Query Optimization 

It's very important to deal with the relationship between heterogeneous query 

optimization and the heterogeneous capabilities of the components of DBMS. For 

example, it may be one of the DBMS components supporting just one simple kind of 
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selected operation, whereas another one will support the complex of the same 

selection. 

Dealing with two major approaches depends on the type of monitoring between the 

pander and the wrapper: query based and operator based. 

- Query based: This approach is about the same language or query of capability, such 

as a set of SQL (Structured Query Language) which is transferred to the component 

of DBMS; 

- Operator based: The wrappers use the relational operator to send the capability of 

DBMS’s component via the composition of this relational operator.  

3.3.3.3 Adaptive Query Processing 

There is a very strong relationship between multi-database systems and the principles 

of processing of a query. The main relationship assumes that the optimizer of query 

multi-database systems has sufficient information about the condition of runtime of 

the query, but this assumption is accepted for systems with a little data in a small 

environment. On the other hand, this type of approach is inappropriate to the system 

which has a big size of data and wide environment. 
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Chapter 4  

DATA REPLICATION. DATA ALLOCATION. DATA 

FRAGMENTATION 

4.1 Data Replication 

In a distributed database management systems users are geographically distributed 

far from each other, and the data replication becomes very effective for the access to 

a database. Database replication is a popular technique used in a lot of database 

systems, and users share identical level of information so that the benefit of using of 

a data replication consists in the fact that each user can access his/her own copy of a 

database without interfering works of other users, and the change made in one 

database is reflected in all others.   

Data replication is realized in three different ways [30]: 

 - Snapshot replication. Data in the original database is updated and copied to another 

database located on the same server; 

- Merging replication. There are two or more databases which are combined into one 

database; 
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- Transactional replication. All the users are provided with full version of the initial 

copy of a database and can get changes if any update in the database is done. 

In a data replication any additions and deletions of data in any reversal site data are 

automatically stored in the rest of the other sites, and therefore, all users see the same 

data. 

There are some benefits of a data replication. Let’s consider the benefits of a data 

replication in a detailed form [31]. 

- Availability: One of the most effective ways to avoid the problem related with 

database availability is the process of maintaining multiple copies of data, and if any 

problem occurs with data, it is possible to access same data in other sites of a 

database; 

- Cross-site database operation: There are many applications that use open multiple 

databases on different sites, and it is always possible to send replication updates and 

copies of the transfer process to a central location; 

- Scaling: It is possible to distribute a real traffic of replicated copies, and reports 

made on a replica will not affect other copies;  

- Upgrades: Users are allowed to carry out the upgrade process to copy the replica 

and then a main copy is to be switched. This is one of the classic styles to provide 
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optimal downtime, in addition to providing appropriate back-out whether there may 

any problem happen; 

- Heterogeneous database integration: Data can be entered in one database type, and 

used in another database type, and the proper conversion of transformation should be 

provided; 

- Data warehouse loading: Updates in data replication are performed in a real time. 

Data warehouse process is executed easily by transforming or copying updates to a 

central location; 

- Geographic distribution: In order to avoid the process of site failure the users are 

allowed to put two or more clusters in different places located far from each other. 

4.1.1. Normalization  

Data replication is an effective way to eliminate the incontinency or ambiguity of 

data among users, known as normalization. In normalization process some tables are 

created, the relationships depending on some rules are established between these 

tables, and the most important property is that making any changes in one of these 

tables will not affect other table(s). 

Normalization of a database system is an appropriate method to effectively store 

data, to eliminate redundancy, to minimize redundancy and functional dependency, 

and to update, insert, and delete anomalies. 
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Each of the rules mentioned above is called “normal form”. If the first one of these 

rules is applied, it is called a “first normal form”. If the first three of these rules are 

possible to be used, the database will be in “third normal form”.  

There are three main normalization processes defined as following: 

- First normal form: It should be made sure that there is a primary key in the table, 

and there are no repeating groups of data, and all the values of the attributes are 

atomic (not multiple);  

- Second normal form: A database is in the second normal form, if it is already in the 

first normal form, and all the non-primary key attributes are entirely functionally 

depending on the primary key; 

- Third normal form: A database is in the third normal form, if it is already in the 

second normal form so that all the non-primary key attributes are depending on a 

primary key, and also no transitive functional dependency exists. 

4.2 Data Allocation 

One of the important issues that the performance of DDBMS dependent on is the 

allocation of data between the multiple sites on the network, and it has problem with 

the allocating of data and this problem is related with some of concepts such as the 

elements to be allocated are not known, and using schedules to access these 

elements. These schedules contain sharing process between elements to have the 

result. So it is very important to choose the convenient technique for allocation in the 
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DDBMS, because it provides just the restricted reply to the modification in 

workload. 

In distributed database system it is necessary to provide the database servers and then 

install the application strategy.  

Using the optimum and line analysis to determine the dissemination of data in 

DDBMS is very important especially while using fixed patterns to access the 

database. 

The aim of data allocation algorithm is to determine the work of fragments by 

establishing locations to minimize the total cost of data transfer in working of 

fragments in executing some queries with the consideration of the constraints in 

database. The largest number of fragmentation processing allocated at every site 

should be defined, and the query execution time must be reduced. 

How does the system find an optimal distribution of fragments on the sites? The 

definition of the optimality can be given with two measures: 

- Minimal cost. This measure consists of a cost of data storing, cost of query 

processing, cost of data update over all the sites and cost of communication. The 

optimal schema for the minimization of the cost is used; 
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- Performance. The strategy of allocation designed to lead the performance is 

required. There are two ways: one of them is to minimize the response time of the 

query and the other one is to maximize locating of the system at every site.  

4.3 Data Fragmentation 

In a design process of the distributed database management system the entire relation 

can be subdivided into some distributed relations called fragments. One of the main 

ideas of using fragmentation is that transactions can be executed concurrently, 

because it is possible to access different portions of relations at the same time. 

A fragmentation is a feature of a database server which enables the controlling over 

data stored at any table. It makes the user defining a set of row groups or index keys 

for a table depending on some of scheme or algorithms, and it can be stored in any of 

these groups at individual database space. The user can use relational algebra 

operations or Structured Query Language (SQL) to build fragments and focus them 

at a database space. The processing of using scheme for row groups or index keys is 

called a distribution scheme, and the database spaces and distribution scheme to be 

placed together in a fragmentation makes the fragmentation strategy.  

After the creation of the fragments, the server of the database starts to store the 

location for every table fragment and index with information which are related to the 

system, and it is called a system fragment, and this table is used to enter data about 

fragmented tables and indices. In some distribution schemes a database server 

contains most of information about the fragments and the data inside these 
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fragments, so the data server will be drawing the data request of user to the 

convenient fragment and it is not allowed to enter the unrelated fragments.  

4.3.1 Purpose of using Fragmentation   

There are many goals for using fragmentation, and these goals are shown below: 

- Single user response time; 

- Concurrency; 

- Availability; 

- Backup and restore characteristics; 

- Loading of data. 

Each goal represented above has the implication about the strategy of fragmentation. 

The first goal of fragments is a determination of the execution process of the 

fragmentation strategy. The activity of monitoring and adding some administration 

for the fragmentation requirements are important.  

4.3.2 Responsibility of Fragmentation Process   

There is a big responsibility for an administrator of a database server to create the 

scheme which includes the table of fragmentation. On the other hand, responsibility 

of administrator of the database server is an allocation of the fragments in the table 

over disk size. The execution of the fragmentation requires mutual efforts between 

administrator of database server and database administrator.  
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4.3.3 Storage Fragmentation terms 

For the index fragment or fragments in the table, the following issues are useful to 

understand to develop a strategy of the fragmentation: 

- Fragment key. The table or index fragmented contain a column or set of columns, 

depending on the level of fragment strategy, and a fragment key may be is a column 

or expression of unique or multi columns; 

- Fragment list. There must be a list of fragmentations to be ordered. The position of 

every fragment in the list shows which fragments should be created sequentially. The 

value will be updated automatically by database server to be returned to the list of 

fragmentation; 

- Fragment expression. The particular fragment will be defined by the expression. 

For instance, consider fragment key is Nama with the data type SMALLINT, and it 

can define the fragment by expression Nama<=7 OR Nama IN (8, 9, 23, 24) in the 

expression depending on the fragment strategy; 

- NULL fragment. The value with NULL means that is either there is some range of 

fragment or the list of fragment is expressed was NULL, or because it uses data type 

constraint of NULL in the database as expression; 
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- REMAINDER fragment.  It is saving any row of fragment which is the value of 

fragment key not similar with any expression of fragment. This fragment is always 

located in the end of the fragment list; 

- Transition fragment. A transition value of the table is the limit of upper transition of 

the fragment, and it is possible to increase transition value of the table.  

Through the data fragmentation, anyone can allow to fracture one object to many 

fragments or segments. The object can be in several types, such as table, database of 

user or system the database, and can be used in communication network over the 

computers to place each fragment at any site.  

4.3.4 Strategies of Data Fragmentation 

The data fragmentation has three types of strategies: a horizontal fragmentation, a 

vertical fragmentation, and a mixed fragmentation.  

The horizontal fragmentation indicates that it can split the relation into subsets of 

fragments of the rows. This type of fragmentation has a property that all rows of the 

relation should satisfy a selection condition. The selection condition can be 

connected by the logical statements AND or OR. The union operation of a relational 

algebra is used to reconstruct the original table decomposed into horizontal 

fragments. In the table 1 the customer relation is represented, and the attributes of 

this relation are customer number (CUS_NO), customer name (CUS_NAME), 

customer city (CUS_CITY), customer state (CUS_STATE), customer limit 
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(CUS_LIMIT), customer balance (CUS_BAL), and customer rating 

(CUS_RATING). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suppose we want some information about the customers of three states. In the table 

2, a horizontal fragmentation can be determined by the distribution of data according 

to the states Texas, Florida, and Michigan. The queries can be written in a relational 

algebra as 

∏ _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _CUS NO CUS NAME CUS CITY CUS STATE CUS LIMIT CUS BAL CUS RATING ( _   CUS STATE Texas

(Customer)) 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

1 Bell Dallas  Texas 4700  3800 3 

2 Bryson Miami  Florida 7300 3600 1 

3 Davis Dallas  Texas 5400 4200 3 

4 Smith Miami  Florida 7500 6800 3 

5 Niles Miami  Florida 2700 860 1 

6 Robinson Detroit  Michigan 3800 580 2 

 

Table 1. Customer relation 
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∏
_ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _CUS NO CUS NAME CUS CITY CUS STATE CUS LIMIT CUS BAL CUS RATING

(
  _   CUS STATE Florida

 

(Customer)) 

∏ _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _CUS NO CUS NAME CUS CITY CUS STATE CUS LIMIT CUS BAL CUS RATING (
  _   CUS STATE Michigan

 

(Customer)) 

SQL codes of the same queries are represented as 

SELECT CUS_NO, CUS_NAME, CUS_CITY, CUS_STATE, CUS_LIMIT, 

CUS_BAL, CUS_RATING 

FROM Customer 

WHERE CUS_STATE = 'Texas'; 

SELECT CUS_NO, CUS_NAME, CUS_CITY, CUS_STATE, CUS_LIMIT, 

CUS_BAL, CUS_RATING 

FROM Customer 

WHERE CUS_STATE = 'Florida'; 

SELECT CUS_NO, CUS_NAME, CUS_CITY, CUS_STATE, CUS_LIMIT, 

CUS_BAL, CUS_RATING 

FROM Customer 

WHERE CUS_STATE = 'Michigan'; 
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 Table 2. Horizontal fragmentation by using the attribute CUS_STATE 

 CUS_STATE Texas 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

1 Bell Dallas  Texas 4700  3800 3 

3 Davis Dallas  Texas 5400 4200 3 

 

 

CUS_STATE Florida 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

2 Bryson Miami  Florida 7300 3600 1 

4 Smith Miami  Florida 7500 6800 3 

5 Niles Miami  Florida 2700 860 1 

 

CUS_STATE Michigan 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

6 Robinson Detroit  Michigan 3800 580 2 

 

From the table Customer it is to see that a horizontal fragmentation can be also 

determined by the distribution of data according to the customer rating represented in 

the table 3. The queries can be written in a relational algebra as 
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∏
_ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _CUS NO CUS NAME CUS CITY CUS STATE CUS LIMIT CUS BAL CUS RATING

(
  _   1CUS RATING 

 

(Customer)) 

∏ _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _CUS NO CUS NAME CUS CITY CUS STATE CUS LIMIT CUS BAL CUS RATING (
  _   2CUS RATING 

 

(Customer)) 

∏
_ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _CUS NO CUS NAME CUS CITY CUS STATE CUS LIMIT CUS BAL CUS RATING

(
_   3CUS RATING 

(Customer)) 

SQL codes of the same queries are represented as 

SELECT CUS_NO, CUS_NAME, CUS_CITY, CUS_STATE, CUS_LIMIT, 

CUS_BAL, CUS_RATING 

FROM Customer 

WHERE CUS_RATING = 1; 

SELECT CUS_NO, CUS_NAME, CUS_CITY, CUS_STATE, CUS_LIMIT, 

CUS_BAL, CUS_RATING 

FROM Customer 

WHERE CUS_RATING = 2; 

SELECT CUS_NO, CUS_NAME, CUS_CITY, CUS_STATE, CUS_LIMIT, 

CUS_BAL, CUS_RATING 

FROM Customer 
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WHERE CUS_RATING = 3; 

Table 3. Horizontal fragmentation by using the attribute CUS_RATING 

CUS_RATING 1 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

2 Bryson Miami  Florida 7300 3600 1 

5 Niles Miami  Florida 2700 860 1 

 

CUS_RATING 2 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

6 Robinson Detroit  Michigan 3800 580 2 

 

CUS_RATING 3 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

1 Bell Dallas  Texas 4700  3800 3 

3 Davis Dallas  Texas 5400 4200 3 

4 Smith Miami  Florida 7500 6800 3 
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Let’s consider the derived horizontal fragmentation of the Customer relation. We 

will use the CUS_LIMIT attribute to make derived horizontal fragmentation. 

In the first part of the table data about customers with limitations less than or equal to 

5000 are stored, and the second part contains data about customers with limitations 

more than 5000 (Table 4). The queries in relational algebra can be written as  

∏
_ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _CUS NO CUS NAME CUS CITY CUS STATE CUS LIMIT CUS BAL CUS RATING

(
_ =5000CUS LIMIT 

 

(Customer)) 

∏ _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _CUS NO CUS NAME CUS CITY CUS STATE CUS LIMIT CUS BAL CUS RATING ( _ 5000CUS LIMIT   

(Customer)) 

The SQL codes of above queries are 

SELECT CUS_NO, CUS_NAME, CUS_CITY, CUS_STATE, CUS_LIMIT, 

CUS_BAL, CUS_RATING 

FROM CUSTOMER 

WHERE CUS_LIMIT > = 5000; 

 

SELECT CUS_NO, CUS_NAME, CUS_CITY, CUS_STATE, CUS_LIMIT, 

CUS_BAL, CUS_RATING 

FROM CUSTOMER 

WHERE CUS_LIMIT > 5000;  
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Table 4. Derived horizontal fragmentation by using the attribute CUS_LIMIT 

CUS_LIMIT 1 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

1 Bell Dallas  Texas 4700  3800 3 

5 Niles Miami  Florida 2700 860 1 

6 Robinson Detroit  Michigan 3800 580 2 

 

CUS_LIMIT 2 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

2 Bryson Miami  Florida 7300 3600 1 

3 Davis Dallas  Texas 5400 4200 3 

4 Smith Miami  Florida 7500 6800 3 

 

The vertical fragmentation indicates that it can divide the relation into subsets of 

attributes (columns), and every node contains a subset of fragment that has exactly 

one uniquely column, except the key of column that will be general to every 

fragment. The join operation of a relational algebra is used to reconstruct the original 

table decomposed into vertical fragments. Compare to the horizontal fragmentation, 

the vertical fragmentation is more complicated because of having more alternatives.  
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The Customer relation represented in table 1 can be described in the form of vertical 

fragmentation which is given in the table 5, and the queries in relational algebra are 

as  

∏
_ , _ , _ , _CUS NO CUS NAME CUS CITY CUS STATE

(Customer) 

∏
_ , _ , _ , _CUS NO CUS LIMIT CUS BAL CUS RATING

(Customer) 

The queries in SQL form are represented as  

SELECT CUS_NO, CUS_NAME, CUS_CITY, CUS_STATE 

FROM CUSTOMER; 

SELECT CUS_NO, CUS_LIMIT, CUS_BAL, CUS_RATING 

FROM CUSTOMER; 

Mixed fragmentation (or alternatively called hybrid fragmentation) indicates the 

involvement of composition of horizontal and vertical partitioning; a table or 

structure may be divided into some subsets of horizontal rows. Two possible mixed 

fragmentations are either a horizontal fragment subsequently represented by vertical 

fragment, or vertical fragment subsequently represented by horizontal fragment. Both 

selection and projection operations are used in mixed fragmentation. 
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                          Table 5. Vertical fragmentation of the Customer relation 

                          V1 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE 

1 Bell Dallas  Texas 

2 Bryson Miami  Florida 

3 Davis Dallas  Texas 

4 Smith Miami  Florida 

5 Niles Miami  Florida 

6 Robinson Detroit  Michigan 

                            

                           V2 

CUS_NO CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

1 4700  3800 3 

2 7300 3600 1 

3 5400 4200 3 

4 7500 6800 3 

5 2700 860 1 

6 3800 580 2 

 

In the table 6 the first mixed fragmentation of the Customer relation is represented. 

The horizontal fragmentation in which the relation divided into some horizontal 
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fragments according to the attribute CUS_STATE is followed by the vertical 

fragmentation. 

 

 Table 6. First mixed fragmentation of the Customer relation 

 H1 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

1 Bell Dallas  Texas 4700  3800 3 

3 Davis Dallas  Texas 5400 4200 3 

 

                            V1_1 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE 

1 Bell Dallas  Texas 

3 Davis Dallas  Texas 

 

                           V1_2 

CUS_NO CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

1 4700  3800 3 

3 5400 4200 3 
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      H2 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

2 Bryson Miami  Florida 7300 3600 1 

4 Smith Miami  Florida 7500 6800 3 

5 Niles Miami  Florida 2700 860 1 

 

                            V2_1 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE 

2 Bryson Miami  Florida 

4 Smith Miami  Florida 

5                          Niles Miami  Florida 

 

                             V2_2 

CUS_NO CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

2 7300 3600 1 

4 7500 6800 3 

5 2700 860 1 
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   H3 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

6 Robinson Detroit  Michigan 3800 580 2 

 

                            V3_1 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE 

6 Robinson Detroit  Michigan 

  

                            V3_2 

CUS_NO CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

6 3800 580 2 

 

In the second mixed fragmentation of the Customer relation we begin with the 

consideration of the vertical fragmentation, and then the horizontal fragmentation is 

applied. The first vertical fragmentation is described in the form of horizontal 

fragmentation according to the CUS_STATE attribute, and the second vertical 

fragmentation is described in the form of horizontal fragmentation according to the 

CUS_RATING attribute. 
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                         Table 7. Second mixed fragmentation of the Customer relation 

                          V1 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE 

1 Bell Dallas  Texas 

2 Bryson Miami  Florida 

3 Davis Dallas  Texas 

4 Smith Miami  Florida 

5 Niles Miami  Florida 

6 Robinson Detroit  Michigan 

 

                             H1_1 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE 

1 Bell Dallas  Texas 

3 Davis Dallas  Texas 

                      

                             H1_2 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE 

2 Bryson Miami  Florida 

4 Smith Miami  Florida 

5                          Niles Miami  Florida 
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                             H1_3 

CUS_NO CUS_NAME CUS_CITY CUS_STATE 

6                          Robinson Detroit  Michigan 

 

                              V2 

CUS_NO CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

1 4700  3800 3 

2 7300 3600 1 

3 5400 4200 3 

4 7500 6800 3 

5 2700 860 1 

6 3800 580 2 

 

                 

                              H2_1 

CUS_NO CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

2 7300 3600 1 

5 2700 860 1 
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                               H2_2 

CUS_NO CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

6 3800 580 2 

  

                              H2_3 

CUS_NO CUS_LIMIT CUS_BAL CUS_RAT 

1 4700  3800 3 

3 5400 4200 3 

4 7500 6800 3 
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Chapter 5  

CONCLUSION 

Advances in database management technology have led to the development of the 

distributed database management systems enabling the process of sharing the 

information stored in many computers by using one computer, and making the 

information transparent to all the users that is important to improve the performance 

of the database system. The design technologies and implementation process of the 

distributed database management systems have been growing so rapidly that it is 

expected the distributed database management systems are very promising in terms 

of efficiency of the application instead of centralized database systems in the future. 

The analysis of a distributed database management system for data retrieval is a main 

goal of this thesis. The characteristics of the distributed database management 

systems are given. Homogeneous and heterogeneous classifications of the distributed 

database management systems and their differences are discussed.  The data 

replication, data allocation, and data fragmentation in distributed database 

environment are performed. The operations of relational algebra and SQL statements 

are used for the fragmentation process.  
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